
Icelandic Tartans: Confluence Of Past And
Present
A Glimpse into Icelandic Tartans

Iceland, the land of fire and ice, has a rich cultural heritage that spans centuries.
From its stunning landscapes to its folklore and traditions, the Icelandic people
take pride in their history. One aspect of Icelandic culture that often fascinates
both locals and visitors is the use of tartans, a patterned fabric typically
associated with Scottish kilts. In this article, we delve into the unique world of
Icelandic tartans, exploring the confluence of past and present.

The Origins of Icelandic Tartans

While tartans are commonly associated with Scotland, the history of Icelandic
tartans is a tale of its own. The use of tartans in Iceland can be traced back to the
19th century when a newfound interest in national identity started surfacing. At
this time, Iceland was under Danish rule, and many Icelanders, seeking
independence, began embracing symbols of their own cultural heritage.
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During this period, Icelandic nationalists sought to establish a distinct Icelandic
identity by creating their own symbols and traditions. Inspired by the Scottish
tartans, Icelandic designers began experimenting with various patterns and colors
to represent the unique landscapes and natural elements found in Iceland. These
patterns were then incorporated into traditional Icelandic clothing, particularly in
women's dresses, shawls, and scarves.

The Modern Revival

Like many traditional elements of culture, Icelandic tartans faced a decline in
popularity as modern fashion trends took over. However, in recent years, there
has been a notable surge in interest and a revival of this unique textile art. With
the rise of sustainable fashion and a growing desire to connect with their cultural
roots, Icelanders have embraced tartans once again.

Contemporary Icelandic designers now incorporate tartan patterns into various
garments, ranging from modern dresses and skirts to scarves, headbands, and
accessories. These new creations combine traditional elements with a modern
twist, reflecting the ever-changing Icelandic society.

Exploring the Symbolism

One fascinating aspect of Icelandic tartans is the symbolism embedded in their
patterns. Each tartan design represents a different aspect of Icelandic culture,
such as the volcanic landscapes, icy glaciers, vibrant geothermal springs, or the
breathtaking Northern Lights.

For example, a tartan pattern featuring shades of blue and green may symbolize
the country's majestic waterfalls and geothermal pools. On the other hand, a
tartan with neutral earthy tones might evoke the rugged terrains and barren
landscapes that characterize certain parts of Iceland.



The Craftsmanship Behind Icelandic Tartans

Creating an Icelandic tartan is a meticulous process that requires careful attention
to detail. Skilled Icelandic weavers and designers study the country's landscapes
and natural wonders to capture their essence in the patterns. Each thread is
carefully chosen to mirror the colors found in nature.

Traditional weaving techniques are employed to construct these tartans, ensuring
they retain their authenticity and cultural significance. From spinning the yarn to
the final weaving, every step is carried out with precision and passion.

Preserving Icelandic Identity

Icelandic tartans play a significant role in preserving the country's unique identity
and cultural heritage. By showcasing these patterns in contemporary designs,
Icelanders not only celebrate their history but also create a bridge between the
past and the present.

For many Icelanders, wearing tartans serves as a proud reminder of their roots
and a way to honor their ancestors. It also allows them to share their culture with
the rest of the world, promoting Icelandic traditions and art.

Icelandic tartans are a prime example of how a traditional art form can evolve and
adapt to the changing times. As Iceland continues to develop, its people find
ways to preserve their cultural heritage while embracing modern influences.

The revival of tartans represents the resilience and creativity of the Icelandic
society. By blending the past and the present, Icelandic designs continue to
captivate both locals and visitors, offering a unique glimpse into the confluence of
history and innovation.
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Iceland is a magical place. Iceland now has tartan designs to call her own that
Icelanders and people from around the entire world can enjoy. All those who wear
these tartans can feel a kinship to the beautiful country of Iceland. In this book,
photos of the landscape and wildlife of Iceland are visually interwoven with
images of newly-designed Icelandic tartans for your enjoyment.
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